One day, Jenny and Tina are at school and then they go to the canteen to have lunch together.

At this time, the TV is broadcasting a news—“There is a new illegal organization has emerged in Zootopia City - This organization will kidnap animals residents and make their skins into the fur coat and sell it. Finally, the news reminds all animal residents to pay attention to protect personal safety”.

Many animals residents feel uncomfortable and afraid. Tina was also worried about Jenny and reminds her to pay attention to safety because Jenny has the most special fur.
Suddenly one day, Jenny didn't come to class, and then she disappeared. Tina has been texting and calling Jenny, but Jenny hasn't responded. She was looking for Jenny all the time and she was very worried about her safety. She even thinks Jenny has been kidnapped by that illegal group.

Next day, Tina was looking at Instagram. She accidentally discovered that a man's Instagram story appeared in the back of an animal just like Jenny, because she saw the birthmark on fur. She was looking for Jenny all the time and she was very worried about her safety. She even thinks Jenny has been kidnapped by that illegal group.
Tina called 110-police immediately and provide traces of clues to the police department of animal world
A FEW HOURS LATER-

because Jenny provides important clues, so the police finally successfully captured the criminal organisation and rescued Jenny. If the police had found Jenny a little later, she could have been made into a fur coat.

In the end, Tina and Jenny return to the peaceful and happy life.
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